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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The rules for international research and innovation cooperation with China changed in
2017 with the reform of its science and technology funding system and the introduction of
the Foreign NGO Law and the Cybersecurity Law. These have combined to channel international R&I cooperation projects through a more regulated and scrutinised framework
under the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology and where co-funding models have
become the norm.
This report is based on the experiences of twenty applicants who have applied for Europe
-China research and innovation co-funding since 2017 and how have provided information
and recommendations based on these experiences to support funding agencies improve
the alignment of these programmes.
Overall recommendations from the Chinese applicants include:
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•

A co-funded project should be a single project, not two very similar projects funded by
two different funding bodies. The projects should be assessed and monitored using the
same criteria to ensure fairness and parity.

•

The Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology needs to provide more information
about the project scope and challenges of its International S&T Programme as the extreme brevity of the current information being made available makes it very difficult to
understand what is required.

•

The European Commission needs to be more realistic about the chances of Chinese
researchers participating in Horizon 2020 in calls outside of the EU-China Flagship Programme. The Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology have explicitly stated that
they will only co-fund Flagship calls and suggestions that researchers can find their
own sources of funding are unrealistic as there are only a limited number of priority
topics for funding in China and if they are not prioritised at the national level, then they
are also unlikely to be prioritised at the provincial or municipal levels which greatly reduces opportunities to find funding to participate in international cooperation.

•

The Chinese evaluation processes need to be more transparent and provide applicants
with useful feedback

•

Simplify the eligibility requirements and open the calls to more researchers.

•

It is not clear how screening applications at the local level before they are passed up to
the Ministry of Science and Technology is beneficial.
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INTRODUCTION
This is the second URBAN-EU-CHINA report addressing the alignment of bilateral funding and cooperation
frameworks between Europe and China. The first report focused on the higher level processes involved in
aligning science, technology and innovation (STI) collaboration in sustainable urbanisation. This second report focuses more on the bottom-up issues facing researchers in both China and Europe in applying for and
working on bilateral, co-funded research and innovation projects and more detailed information on the application process.
This report is divided into two sections. The first section provides a brief overview of the Europe-China R&I
funding opportunities available and the second section provides information on the application process,
how the calls are assessed and how the projects are delivered in terms of the key issues for applicants, with
recommendations for how these processes could improve. This information is based on interviews with researchers and other applicants from both China and Europe.

Recent history of Europe-China cooperation in research and
innovation
Modern research and innovation (R&I) cooperation between China and Europe dates back to 1952 with China’s first agreement signed with Slovakia. Since then China has signed 37 R&I agreements with European
countries, in addition the European Commission in 1998 (Table 1) when Chinese researchers first became
eligible to apply to the EU Framework Programmes1.
Until 2017, China-based researchers were eligible for direct funding under many of these China-Europe funding initiatives organised at the Member State level, and until the launch of Horizon 2020 in 2014, China-based
researchers were also directly eligible for EU R&I funding. It was also possible for China-based researchers to
apply to foreign non-governmental agencies (NGOs) for research funding and this was a particularly popular
route for many environmental, health and social welfare research projects. Many of these foreign funded China-Europe R&I initiatives did not require the involvement or specific permission of the Chinese government
and may have been conducted without their knowledge.
In 2017, the Chinese R&I funding system underwent a major reform to streamline and improve the transparency of its funding processes as the previous system had become highly fragmented and inefficient despite
the significant amount of funding pumped into it by the national government2. During this reform process,
the Ministry of Science and Technology created standardised mechanisms to co-fund international projects
as the EU, and several Member States, had started to withdraw their automatic funding of China-based researchers due to the country’s huge investment in R&I over the previous two decades, and because the diversity of co-funding models used to support these international initiatives had become overly complicated.
Development Solutions Europe have produced an excellent review of the revised Chinese R&I funding system
if you are interested in an overview of the reformed Chinese system3.
Also in 2017, the Chinese government introduced two new laws which have affected international R&I cooperation. A new Foreign NGO Law was introduced which strongly curtailed the activities of NGOs in China and
their activities are now closely scrutinised and regulated under the Ministry of Public Security and its provincial-level departments. This includes the activities of research-intensive NGOs such as the Wellcome Trust.
A new Cybersecurity Law was also introduced to regulate and control personal data and ‘important data collected and generated within the territory of the PRC’ being transferred abroad4. These ‘important data’ include
Zhao, Z. and Ma, X, Chinese involvement in European Framework Program. Global Science, Technology and Economy Outlook, 2014. 29(11): p. 6-10.
Cao, C. and R.P. Suttmeier, Challenges of S&T system reform in China. Science, 2017. 355(6329): p. 1019-1021.
Development Solutions Europe. Advance EU access to financial incentives for innovation in China 2018; Available from: https://eeas.europa.eu/sites/eeas/files/1.pdf.
4
https://www.chinalawblog.com/2018/05/china-data-protection-regulations-cdpr.html
1
2
3
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those related to China’s population, healthcare and the marine environment, in addition to the more obviously
sensitive areas such as military, large scale engineering activities and sensitive geographical information. It
has been reported that pharmaceutical groups have been particularly affected by this new law5.

Table 1: Signing dates of China-Europe Science & Technology Cooperation Agreements
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克罗地亚Croatia

11 April 1994

波兰 Poland

13 April 1995

马其顿 Macedonia

31 May 1995

捷克 Czech

1 June 1995

俄罗斯 Russia

25 April 1996

EUROPEAN COUNTRY

SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY COOPERATION
AGREEMENT SIGNING DATE

斯洛伐克 Slovakia

6 May 1952

罗马尼亚 Romania

1 July 1996

法国 France

21 January 1978

欧盟European Commission

22 December 1998

意大利 Italy

6 October 1978

荷兰 Netherlands

12 April 1999

英国United Kingdom

15 November 1978

爱尔兰 Ireland

8 September 2000

瑞典 Sweden

5 December 1978

马耳他 Malta

31 October 2002

希腊 Greece

15 November 1979

匈牙利 Hungary

25 June 2002

比利时 Belgium

23 November 1979

瑞士 Switzerland

10 December 2004

卢森堡 Luxembourg

23 November 1979

摩纳哥 Monaco

24 April 2006

挪威Norway

25 September 1980

塞尔维亚 Serbia

7 April 2009

奥地利 Austria

24 April 1984

白俄罗斯 Belarus

2012.5.20

保加利亚 Bulgaria

16 September 1984

冰岛 Iceland

12 August 2013

丹麦Denmark

29 April 1985

拉脱维亚 Latvia

18 September 2018

西班牙 Spain

5 September 1985

安道尔Andorra

None

德国 German

22 May 1986

波斯尼亚和墨塞哥维那 Bosnia

None

芬兰 Finland

17 September 1986

列支敦士登 Liechtenstein

None

阿尔巴尼亚 Albania

24 January 1991

圣马力诺 San Marino

None

摩尔多瓦 Moldova

7 November 1992

斯洛文尼亚Slovenia

None

爱沙尼亚 Estonia

20 April 1992

梵蒂冈 Vatican

None

乌克兰 Ukraine

27 April 1992

葡萄牙 Portugal

4 April 1993

立陶宛 Lithuania

8 November 1993

https://www.ft.com/content/69a44c36-689a-11e8-8cf3-0c230fa67aec
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MAIN NATIONAL-LEVEL FUNDING
OPPORTUNITIES BETWEEN EUROPECHINA IN RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
Currently, the vast majority of international projects with China are co-funded by the Chinese Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST) with a smaller number of projects co-funded by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (NSFC) or other ministries such as the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
(MIIT). MoST and the Ministry of Education (MoE) also have their own international R&I funding programmes
which do not require the involvement of a foreign funding agency.
The topics for the annual co-funding programmes tend to be relatively stable over periods of 5-10 years and
follow China’s national strategic development plans which are described in the regular Five Year Plans and
which are driven by longer term plans such as the Medium to Long Term Plans for Science & Technology6.
The priority areas are often launched with great fanfare and enormous investment after pilot studies have
been run in the provinces (e.g. the Marine Economy topic was launched in the Twelfth Five Year Plan following pilot studies in Shandong & Fujian Provinces). Once a topic is launched at the national level, then the
same topics will also receive R&I funding at provincial and municipal levels. As the priority topics operate on
five-year time cycle, it is normal for a topic to appear and then disappear, or be significantly downgraded, after five years.

INTERNATIONAL S&T COOPERATION PROGRAMME
This is the main international co-funding programme for China and is used to support international cooperation with many European countries, in addition to the EU and other international organisations.
The conditions for China-based applicants in these applications tend to be the same (e.g. age limit of the
Principal Investigator, type of R&I organisation eligible, Chinese companies allowed to participate in projects
if they fund themselves), but there are additional conditions for China-based participants applying to the Horizon 2020 Co-Funding Mechanism, such as time limits for application (e.g. a 2018 Horizon 2020 application
cannot apply for co-funding under this scheme in 2019 or make repeat applications for the same Horizon
2020 project if unsuccessful the first time).
For the Horizon 2020 Co-Funding Mechanism, MoST clearly state in the application rules that they will only
fund Horizon 2020 applications related to co-developed calls and which are listed under the EU-China Flagship Programme (e.g. agriculture, ICT, 5G, green manufacturing, renewable energy, health, ocean equipment,
aerospace, new materials, fundamental science and public safety) and not other Horizon 2020 calls which
may or may not mention China specifically.
There are two rounds of funding every year.

REGULAR MEETING PERSONNEL EXCHANGE PROJECT
This programme is co-funded by China and its international partners and supports people to people exchange to enhance international collaboration. It is an open call and there are no priority areas.

The list of priority countries for cooperation changes regularly, but currently those European countries associated with the Belt-Road Initiative (BRI) are a high priority for China and have their own dedicated funding
stream.

Calls open every two years and follow the schedule of Regular Meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee on Scientific and Technological Cooperation. The results of such Personnel Exchange Projects are announced at their Committee Meeting.

Ministry of Science and Technology (MoST)

National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC)

The Ministry of Science and Technology has three major programmes under this scheme which support international cooperation (listed here in order of funding size):

The National Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) has established co-funding links with research
agencies in 11 European countries and over 20 other European funding bodies including the European Commission and JPI Urban Europe.

•
•
•

Key Projects of International Innovation Cooperation (国际创新合作重点专项)
International S&T Cooperation Programme7 (国际科技合作专项)
Regular meeting personnel exchange project (政府间科技例会交流项目)

MOST KEY PROJECTS OF INTERNATIONAL INNOVATION COOPERATION
This is not a co-funding programme and the work is funded entirely by MoST. Funds can be sent abroad to
pay for equipment, consumables and travel, but does not cover the cost of international salaries or studentships.

The NSFC operates has two international co-funding schemes8:
•
•

International (Regional) Cooperation Projects 国际(地区)合作研究项目
International (Regional) Exchange Projects国际(地区)合作交流项目.

The specific co-funding programmes the NSFC has developed with European countries and organisations in
2018 and 2019 are listed in Table 2. Although some research areas are specified, the majority of calls are
left open.

The priority areas are those important for the development of China and include topics such as agriculture,
energy, transportation, information & communication technology (ICT), environment, ocean, manufacturing,
materials, urbanisation, health and hazard management.
In Europe, the focus is on Belt-Road Initiative countries and a condition of the application is that a central or
eastern European country must be included in the consortium.
Eight million RMB is available for each project in total.

6
The State Council of the People’s Republic of China. 15-year medium to long-term science and technology plan (MLP 2006-2020)/ 国家中长期科学和技术发展规划纲要
(20062020年). 2006; Available from: http://www.gov.cn/jrzg/2006-02/09/content_183787.htm.
7
Official Website: https://www.istcp.org.cn/
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Official website: http://bic.nsfc.gov.cn/
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Table 2: Europe - NSFC funding calls released in 2018 and 2019
Year
2018
Country/
Organisation

Programme

Belarus

NSFCBRFFR

Belgium

Czech

EU

Finland

France

German

JPI
Urban
Europe

Activity
Type

2019

Areas

Call
Open

Call
Close

2018

Funding
Type

Areas

Call
Open

Exchange

All

Pending

Call
Close

Result
Release

Research

All

2/18

5/18

11/18

Exchange

All

3/19

5/19

12/19

NSFCFNRS

Exchange

All

3/18

5/18

11/18

Exchange

All

3/19

5/19

12/19

Exchange

Mathematics, Physics
& Earth
Sciences;
Life & Chemical Sciences

3/18

NSFCCAS

6/18

11/18

Exchange

All

1/18

4/18

11/18

Exchange

All

2/19

4/19

7/19

NSFCEU

Research

Biotechnology

1/18

4/18

11/18

Research

Biotechnology

1/19

3/19

7/19

NSFCAF

Exchange

All

Year round

Exchange

All

Year round

NSFCCNRS

Exchange

Exchange

All

Research

Chemistry\
Health\
Life
Sciences \
Management

NSFCDFG

NSFCJPI UE

Research

Research

All

Sustainable
urbanisation in the
context of
economic
transformation & climate
change

4/18

1/18

1/18

6/18

3/18

6/18

NSFCNWO

Exchange

All

Feb,
2019

11/18

Jan.
2019

Activity
Type

Areas

Call
Open

Call
Close

Result
Release

Funding
Type

4/19

Pending

All

Call
Close

Result
Release

Integrated
multi stressor impacts
on ecosystems

1/18

4/18

11/18

None

6/18

9/18

[Not
stated]

Research

All

4/19

6/19

3/20

Exchange

All

4/19

6/19

12/19

Research

Health

2/19

4/19

10/19

Research

Poland

NSFCNCN

Research

Russian

NSFCRFBR

Exchange

NSFCVR

Research

Renewable
Energy; Biotechnology

3/18

5/18

11/18

None

NSFCSTINT

Exchange

All

6/18

8/18

11/18

Exchange

All

6/19

8/19

11/19

Research

Geo
science;
Environment

2/19

5/19

12/19

Sweden

Switzerland

6/19

3/19

10/19

NONE

Exchange

Call
Open

NSFCRCN

Italy
1/19

Areas

Norway

UK

Research

Programme

All

None

NSFCERC

All

Country/
Organisation

2019

Sustainable
agriculture;

NSFCFWO

Pending

12

Result
Release

None

Year round
Netherlands

Year

All

3/18

5/18

11/18

NSFCSNSF

None

NSFCMAECI

Exchange

4/18

7/18

11/18

None

NSFCCNR

Exchange

4/18

7/18

11/18

None

[Not
stated]

Exchange

All

4/19

11/19

[Not
stated]

Talent

All

8/19

9/19

3/20

[Not
stated]

Exchange

All

4/19

[Not
stated]

Research

Sustainable
Energy

7/19

9/19

12/19

AI \ Robotics

4/19

12/19

3/20

NSFCRS

Exchange

NSFCBC

Exchange

NSFCEPSRC

Research

NSFCRCUK

All

8/18

9/18

4/18

6/18

Low carbon
manufacture

4/18

6/18

Research

Antibiotic
resistance

2/18

6/18

[Not
stated]

None

NSFCBBSRC

Research

Remote
sensing in
Agriculture

4/18

6/18

11/18

None

NSFCRSE

None

Year round

Exchange
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Europe-China R&I calls in sustainable urbanisation
There have been limited funding opportunities for international R&I cooperation on sustainable urbanisation
with China over the last two years with only ten calls co-funded under the MoST International S&T
Cooperation Programme and NSFC International Cooperation Project (Table 3).
Most popular topics for Chinese international R&I cooperation are agriculture, manufacturing and pharmaceuticals.

Table 3: Sustainable urbanisation calls funded under MoST & the NSFC (2018 & 2019)
Funder

Year

Funding
Stages

Country

Areas

Project
numbers

Total funding
from China
(million RMB)

2018

I

Sweden

Traffic

3~6

20

2018

I

Demark

Application of renewable
energy in power and heating

4~6

20

2018

I

EU

Environment & urbanization

4~5

60

10

20

Traffic
International S&T
Cooperation
Programme
(MoST)

International
(Regional)
Cooperation
Projects
(NSFC)

14

2018

II

Finland

Smart energy in an urbanizing world;
Smart traffic

2019

I

Norway

Low carbon community

3

60

2019

I

Austria

Smart city and sustainable
urbanisation

14

28

2019

I

Malta

Traffic

2

2.8

2019

II

Austria

Energy saving in high rise
buildings

3

10

2019

II

Finland

Smart traffic

10

20

2018

-

JPI
Urban
Europe

Sustainable urbanisation
in the context of economic
transformation & climate
change

10

20
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RESEARCHER EXPERIENCES OF EUROPECHINA R&I COOPERATION CALLS
This second section of the report is based on interviews with twenty researchers based at universities, research institutes and companies in both China and Europe (twelve researchers based in Chinese institutions
and eight researchers based in European institutions) and who are focused on R&I in sustainable urbanisation. Around 70% of the interviewees have participated in at least one international project application (both
successfully and unsuccessfully), three are writing international co-funded applications and another two are
intending to apply for MoST co-funding.

Researcher motivations for international cooperation
In Europe, international cooperation is often used to assess the quality of a researcher and their institute,
and international researcher mobility is encouraged in the research community (e.g. Marie Sklodowska-Curie
Actions & Erasmus Mundus Programmes). In China, international cooperation and international experience
is perceived differently and although international research experience is generally recommended, it is not
held in the same regard. Whilst Chinese researchers can spend several months working abroad if they are
interested, and this is proved useful in supporting their applications for promotion. Spending time abroad or
working in international consortia is neither compulsory nor expected in a Chinese researcher’s career. This
means that Chinese researchers need to be strongly motivated to work internationally as it is not expected of
them, the sums of funding available for co-funded projects are relatively low and the application and assessment procedures for some programmes can be problematic (see below).
However, some China-based researchers based at lower-ranked universities (e.g. those universities which
are not listed in the “double first class” category9) stated that they are highly motivated to apply to the MoST
International S&T Cooperation Programme and the MoST Regular Meeting Personnel Exchange Project as
these are national level programmes, and are therefore prestigious, and applications are perceived to have a
higher success rate than most other national programmes and so may be used as a short cut to apply for a
higher level project which they would otherwise struggle to access10.

Application challenges
With the rapid advance of China’s global standing in R&I, and the tighter control over international R&I cooperation since 2017, increasing numbers of foreign R&I funding organisations are seeking to develop co-funding opportunities with Chinese funding agencies.
Whilst the topics for international R&I co-funding are relatively straightforward to develop as they will need to
follow China’s strategic interests, the required alignment of funding, application, assessment and monitoring
of international co-funded projects has proved more challenging.

Further information on the rankings of Chinese universities is available from here: Paramor, O.A.L. & Shao, J. (2018) DragonSTAR Plus: A European
Researcher’s Guide to China. The University of Nottingham Ningbo China: Ningbo. pp. 41 ISBN 978-0853583202
10
Many Chinese funding programmes operate on a hierarchal system where a researcher must first demonstrate that they can successfully deliver a small
project before being allowed to apply for larger and more prestigious projects.
9
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ELIGIBILITY
There are differences in the eligibility criteria used to access the international co-funding programmes of
MoST and the NSFC (Table 4). NSFC use their standard eligibility criteria and they do not make exceptions
for international calls. MoST have a standard set of eligibility criteria for international co-funding which they
may then adjust depending on the call.
Whilst the MoST eligibility check list is longer and more detailed than that of the NSFC, MoST does not have
a hierarchy rule and applicants do not need to have successfully completed a MoST project in order to be eligible to apply. This makes it, theoretically, more open in terms of the number of researchers eligible to apply.
This is unlike the NSFC calls which requires that a three year NSFC project is successfully completed first
and which has implications for foreign researchers based in China as the NSFC International Young Scientist
Award, which can be written in English, only lasts for two years which means that they would still be ineligible
to apply for the international cooperation grants where they may bring significant added value to those projects in terms of acting as a bridge between the two sides11.

Table 4: Eligibility check list for MoST & NSFC international co-funding projects
Chinese funding agency
Applicant
Status

Principal
Investigators
(PI)

18

NSFC

•

Must be at least Associate Professor level

•

Must be at least Associate Professor
level

•

A good track record of successful
completion of Chinese research
projects for the past five years

•

Successful completion of a 3 year
NSFC project

•

Must be able to work on the project
for ≥6month/year

•

Cannot be a named researcher in
too many other MoST projects at
the same time (cannot be involved
in more than two international cooperation projects)

•

≤55 year-old

•

No government officials

•

No criminals

Institutions

Must have been registered in China at
least one year

Cannot have more than two Chinese institutions in one project

Partners

•

No foreign-funded enterprises or
foreign-funded R&D institutions in
China

For Key Research Project: Must be at least
Associate Professor level

•

No China-funded enterprises or China-funded R&D institutions oversea

•

Internal cooperation between different units within the same organisation is forbidden

Others
factors

11

MoST

•

For projects worth <2 million RMB,
there is no limit to the number of projects which can be held at one time by
a researcher.

•

For projects worth >2 million RMB, a
researcher can only be named in a maximum of three projects at one time.

•

A researcher is only allowed to be involved with one international NSFC project at a time.

Whilst foreign researchers are allowed to apply to the standard NSFC grant programme, applications are supposed to be made in Chinese and written in a
Chinese style which is significantly more challenging for more international researchers based in China. Paramor, O.A.L. & Shao, J. (2018) DragonSTAR
Plus: A European Researcher’s Guide to China. The University of Nottingham Ningbo China: Ningbo. pp. 41 ISBN 978-0853583202
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UNDERSTANDING THE CALL
MoST
Correctly interpreting and understanding what is required by the call is essential for the success of an application, and yet more than one Chinese researcher claimed that they found this the most difficult and challenging stage of an international co-funding application and was an issue which several Chinese researchers
struggled with.
Under standard MoST R&I funding calls, there are very detailed and structured explanations of the call. For
instance, the MoST 2018 call on AI has a nine-page introduction addressing all seven research topics and
specifying the challenge and scopes. MoST international calls are comparatively short in comparison. For
instance, the MoST - Horizon 2020 Co-Funding Mechanism (H2020 CFM) call has nine research directions
and is only two pages long (and this is the longest call used by MoST to co-fund calls with European countries and funding organisations). The extreme brevity of the MoST international co-funded calls is an issue
because in only a few hundred words, it comprises all the information about the call from the research topic
to the application process, and from the policy to the work plan.

“It does not help a lot. You must phone MoST to find out more, especially about the
eligibility and supplementary documents.”
- professor from a research institute in Southern China

One applicant referred to the most recent call on Key Projects of International Innovation Cooperation. This
call requires “2~3个“一带一路”共建国家的产学研机构”. Does it mean 2-3 institutes from any number of BRI
countries should be involved, or does it mean that the institutes should come from 2-3 BRI countries?
Most MoST calls welcome the involvement of companies12 (although not as PI). However, if the call states
that it is classified as an Industry-Academia-Research partnership project (产学研), then the conditions are
not always clear. Normally, this would mean that the participation of a company is compulsory, but MoST
sometimes requires that the companies come up with their own funds to support their participation in the
project so this model is not always standardised and it is important to check what the specific conditions are.

NSFC
In comparison to MoST, the NSFC calls tend to be clearer. For instance, for the 2018 NSFC-H2020 call on
new biotechnologies for environmental remediation, the NSFC provided a separate page to explain the topic,
provided information on the with specific challenge and scopes similar to the Horizon 2020’s format, and
one-page of directions for application.
In the JPI-UE China Call the problem was faced, that the eligibility criteria of NSFC were not clearly communicated to the European participants in the call – which led to a partly non-transparent eligibility check process.

PARTNERSHIP
“Finding the right collaborators should be a long-term process” said one academic in Zhejiang. “The timing
needs to be right and an opportunity to work together might not present itself for years.”. He and his collaborator kept in touch for years before they finally got the chance to successfully apply for a joint Europe-China
call.
Amongst the researchers interviewed, the most common ways of establishing an international partnership
were by meeting people face to face at conferences, through personal connections and through publications.
For China-based researchers, some of these methods of introduction have proved increasingly difficult, as
permission to attend conferences and/or travel abroad involves providing their employers with advanced notice of all their international travel requests at the start of each year, in addition to requesting the permission
of senior management in their university or research institute. Funds are not usually an issue. Plus, access to
12
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international websites is also becoming increasingly difficult with slow connection times or the blocking of
entire websites.
Some Chinese researchers also mentioned that they have used an ‘intermediary organisation’ or a professional R&I match-maker to help them develop international teams for cooperation. These organisations will
match them to international partners based on the keywords provided. Experiences with these organisations
have not generally been good. The two research teams are often brought together immediately before the
project starts and with the intermediary insisting that all communication between the teams goes via them
as they try to protect their interests (access to international partners) and justify their fee. With such limited
and stilted communication between the research teams, the cooperation, and then the projects, often fail.
Views on the maturity and depth of the partnership between the international researchers are also viewed
differently by funding agencies in China and Europe. In European calls, it is not essential that partners have
collaborated before as the project will provide them with the opportunity to develop links and their working
relationship. In China, an established and well-maintained cooperation between partners is essential for the
success of the application, and applicants will be required to prove it. Evidence of the relationship may include joint papers and patents or a co-organised conference. Researchers suggest that this may be an issue
for some Horizon 2020 CFM applications as partners may have limited or no cooperation in the past if they
are part of a new consortium and, in terms of priority evaluation criteria, could this result in the loss of the
MoST co-funding?
Some China-based researchers thought that although a good cooperation history can be beneficial to a project, there is still a need for flexibility in the development and form of new partnerships. These researchers
suggested that some seed money to test new partnerships would be beneficial before launching into larger
and more complex projects where the relationships would come under more pressure.
Companies are a key player in R&I and are welcomed and encouraged to participate in MoST international
cooperation programmes. There are even specific calls which are only open to industrial partners. However,
MoST usually requires that these companies provide at least half of their own funding which often hurts their
enthusiasm to participate. One interviewee shared his way of overcoming this barrier which was to donate
personnel time. However, this was not without risk as MoST do not generally cover the expenses of personnel and it was not entirely clear whether this approach was entirely acceptable.

PREPARING A PROPOSAL
The majority of applications to the MoST International S&T Cooperation Programme requires that the same
research plan is submitted to both funding agencies. However, this is not the case for the H2020 CFM where
MoST requires that the Chinese partners of the consortium submit a completely different proposal to the
original one submitted to the European Commission. In the latest H2020 CFM Flagship call, the following
phrases are still included: “研究内容应包括英文申请书中的中方参与研究内容” which means, literally, that the
research content shall include those specified in the proposal submitted to Commission. The word “include”
is tricky in this situation. It normally implies the Chinese research proposal shall have more activities than
those listed on the English proposal. According to one of the interviewees, the support hotlines run by MoST
do not help to clarify this issue either as they were not clear how to interpret the phrase.
The phrase ‘Work Package’ (WP) also needs to be treated carefully as it can lead to ‘application tragedies’. In
European projects it is common to use work packages for projects of many different sizes, and it is a recognised and efficient way to break down a project into smaller, more manageable sections. The idea of WPs is
not so dissimilar to the idea of ‘Tasks’. However, in both the MoST and NSFC international calls, the co-funding applications should not be structured around Tasks (任务) or ‘sub- projects’ (子课题), unless specified,
and words Work Package or Tasks should not be used in any paperwork at any stage in the Chinese application and reporting process because these words are interpreted as smaller projects which are typically subcontracted out to other researchers they attempt to find other words for WP’s and how they feel concerned
when International partners mention WP’s when in China. Unless otherwise specified, breaking a project into
smaller work packages or tasks runs the risk of them being interpreted as sub-projects which is a serious

There is no limit on the size of a company which can participate in this scheme so an SME up to a multinational could be involved.
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violation of the rules and may get the whole project cancelled (that is the best outcome) and potentially with
the PI unable to apply for research funding for at least another five years as MoST would reject them at the
eligibility stage.

These are some of the main issues raised by the interviewees:

1 Timing
SUBMISSION
Principal Investigators from both sides need to submit their applications to their home countries’ funding
bodies separately. Sometimes, the corresponding call on the European side is not clearly identified in the
MoST calls. Generally, it is fine, but it can cause chaos when the calls are not released at the same time on
both sides. One lucky Chinese interviewee who was working in renewable energy application with Italian
partners said that the team had almost missed the deadline because the Italian side had trouble finding the
corresponding call and not knowing where to submit their half of the application.

MoST
Application to MoST need to be submitted to the Chinese online system. The department in charge of science and technology at the local level will assess the application in the first instance and recommend the
best ones to MoST at the national level.

The NSFC has a clear evaluation timeline for each call and are very predictable in terms of their announcement and timing. Calls will normally be open for 3 months, followed by a 6-month-long assessment period.
The results are announced in late October or early November and funds shall arrive shortly after that around
December so that the project can at the very beginning of the next year. Information of specific project can
be found in official website13.
The timing of the MoST evaluations is less apparent. The International S&T Cooperation Programme is
opened twice every year (April and September) and calls will be open for 50 days. It is not clear how long the
evaluation last.

2 Eligibility Check
MoST and NSFC release their eligibility check list with each call. However, more than one interviewee complained that “We meet all the requirements on the guideline, why we still failed eligibility check?”

All of MoST’s international research calls have two stages:
3 Evaluation Criteria
1 Expression of Interest
•

•

2

The Chinese PI will submit a brief outline of the project in Chinese (approximately 3000 words) and
a collection of supporting documents, such as contract (specifying IP issues), proof of cooperation,
and so on.
This outline will be assessed by peers and 3-4 times the number of projects to be approved will
pass through to the Formal Application stage.

This is probably the most mysterious part of the evaluation from the Chinese perspective. There is limited
information on the assessment criteria used by the Chinese funding agencies and the detailed evaluation
schemes are not released publically which is a great cause of complaint from applicants.
Judging from this information provided about the schemes, some differences have been observed:
•
•
•

Formal Application
•
•

•

More detail needs to be added to online system.
This version will be assessed in a group meeting of 17 experts. The PI will be asked to deliver a
short introduction and defend the project during the meeting.

The research itself is assessed under similar rules on both sides.
European encourages the involvement of industry, to a much larger degree than China does.
On the Chinese side, there are also assessments around the issues such as the history of cooperation, the track record of the PI, and how is PI protected
The European side is more concerned about the effectiveness of proposed measures to exploit and
disseminate the result of the project and to manage research data when relevant, whilst China does
not.

There are also a lot of complaints from researchers that the same proposals are being assessed under two
sets of evaluation criteria.
NSFC
Applications are submitted online to the NSFC directly and there is no screening at a local level. The application will be assessed twice similar to MoST. Supplementary documents are needed at the second stage including a project introduction written in English, any contracts and any other appropriate documents. A hard
copy containing the official seals of the partners needs to be sent to the NSFC after the online submission.

EVALUATION
Some processes in the evaluation of the Chinese co-funding programmes are unclear, including the evaluation of the H2020 CFM. In terms of the overall process, applicants have been told that after they have passed
the eligibility stage, the applications will be ranked by peers and experts from across China and then either
MoST or the NSFC will compare their results with those of the foreign funding bodies to come to a consensus.
13
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Official website: http://www.nsfc.gov.cn/nsfc/cen/gjhz/method/
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4 Expert evaluators

Table 5. Assessment Criteria from MoST, NSFC and European Commission
Criteria
European
Commission

1)

2)

3)

NSFC

Excellence
a)

Clarity and pertinence of objectives

b)

Credibility of proposed approach

c)

Soundness of concept

d)

Extent that proposed work is ambitious, has innovation potential and is beyond the state of the art

Details

In China, the expert evaluators are selected randomly from the National Science and Technology Expert
Database15. The experts in the database are top level researchers, industry leaders and certified practicing
accountants.

Each criterion is
marked with 0-5. The
threshold for each criterion is 3, the overall
threshold is 10.

However, for the international projects it is not clear how the evaluators are selected from the database and
whether there are attempts to balance the geographic diversity and gender on the panels. Neither is it clear
how the academics and industrial leaders are balanced and whether any of these experts also are participants in international projects.
Foreign experts are welcomed to join the database, but the authors of this paper looked back through the
last five evaluations for all programmes and could not find any foreign experts on the panel list.

Impact

5 Result and feedback

a)

Expected impact

b)

Enhancing innovation capacity and integration of
new knowledge

After the Chinese side of the evaluation process, the NSFC and MoST will compare notes with foreign counterparts and, from an applicants’ point of view, it is not clear whether this constitutes another round of assessment. It is also not clear how differences in opinion are addressed.

c)

Strengthening the competitiveness of growth of
companies by developing innovations meeting the
needs of European and global market

d)

Environmental and socially important impacts

e)

Effectiveness of proposed measures to exploit and
disseminate the result to communicate the project
and to manage research data when relevant

When a decision has been made, the results are announced to the PIs as soon as possible. No feedback is
provided to the successful or unsuccessful applicants as standard practice. A few interviewees have said
they can phone MoST or the NSFC to request comments as PI, but this feedback is usually too general to be
useful.

Post-award
Running an international project is challenging. In this section, four success participants were kind enough to
share their insight into the challenges throughout the projects.

Quality and efficiency of the implementation
a)

Coherence and effectiveness of work plan

b)

Complementarity of participants

1 Different management strategies

c)

Appropriateness of management structures and
procedures, including risk and innovation management

The methods of project management are different.

1) Scientific value,
2) Innovation,
3) Social Impact
4) Feasibility of Research Plan, also considering:
5) Research capacities and foundation of both partners,
6) Meaning of Cooperation and Cooperation Foundation,

From “Management
of NSFC International
Projects”14

Variables

China

Horizon 2020

Project officers

No

Yes

Progress Monitor

Progress report (including finance)
every year

By dates of deliverables and milestones

The weighting of the
individual factors is
unclear

Mid-term report
Funding

Once a year based on the research
budget

7) Research Track Record and
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Small after mid-term
Rest after end of project

8) Expense Planning.

14 http://bic.nsfc.gov.cn/Show.aspx?AI=1019

Major at the beginning

Deliverables

Assessed all together by the end of
project

By specified dates

Publicity

Not specified

Yes

15 Ministry of Science and Technology. Management of National Science and Technology Expert Database, 2017
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Apart from that, each funding agency has their own agenda and overall the goals and the two sides are not
always in sync with each other.

4

A senior professor from a research institute in Zhejiang shared experience of his new MoST Regular Meeting
Personnel Exchange project with Bulgaria. In his understanding, this project aimed to cultivate the research
collaboration by funding travelling costs and person to person exchange. So imagine his surprise when he
saw his Bulgarian partners pulled out a 20-page-long working plan. It turned out that the Bulgarian funding
body had very specific requirements for its projects and monitors their progress closely. Starting the project
was difficult as both sides were trying to deliver what their funding agencies required them to do and to look
after their own interests. Whilst this was a natural side effect, attempts to implement a project for which
people perceive that they will receive no benefits, will result in trouble. With the different requirement from
two funding bodies, the two teams are not having the best cooperation. Bulgarians think Chinese team is too
passive, while Chinese complains the Bulgarian team is too pushy.

English is not a common second language, there can be occasional setbacks.

2 Differences in work culture
Differences in the working culture and research culture can lead to anarchy. In Europe, almost all the projects are broken into smaller working packages, and each package has its own leaders and with the project
leader acting more like the coordinator in terms of taking care of the administrative burden.
However in China, most international projects will not (and are sometimes forbidden) to be divided into
smaller work packages. Research and administrative jobs all go through the project leaders, but the admin
jobs are relatively light and predictable with just the annual audit.
Dealing with government officers was also found to be challenging. One interviewee said he was expected
to do 20 interviews with local government officers, but he only managed half, which disappointed his international partners. “Europeans can go to middle level, top level and bottom level of the officers to do interviews.
No particular order. But not in China, you must go to top first, persuade him and wait him to pass the order
down. Then the middle guys and bottom guys will talk to you”.

3

Money

There are very strict rules on how money should be spent in China and this is regulated at the national government level (e.g. prices for hotels and food per day in specific cities both in China and abroad). For the
NSFC and MoST, funds can be spent on following aspects: equipment, material, testing, fuels, technology
importing, travel expenses, conference fees, cooperation and exchange, publication / literature / information
dissemination / IP cost, labour cost, expert consultation fee, management expense and other expenses. The
labour costs will only covers the cost of graduates, post-docs and temporary employees and social insurance of temporary employees. It does not cover staff who are permanently employed. On the EU side, there
are no such financial regulations, but the costs need to be appropriate and the costs of the entire project are
covered including the staff time of all the project’s participants.
There are still challenges with the H2020 CFM in terms of the lack of guarantee to deliver the matched funding on Chinese side and it is still not clear what would happen if the Chinese partners were not awarded
funding. Secondly, there exists a time difference as the application processes are not synchronised. European partners have to win the project first before the Chinese partners can apply for the matched funding which
means that Chinese partners will be working with no funds at the beginning of the project and and will continue to work for extra time after the Horizon 2020 project ends.
Also, Chinese institutes will only get a maximum of 3 million RMB (approximately €384,300) under the MoST
H2020 CFM which is not a huge sum if it is to be shared amongst all the Chinese partners and if new experimental approaches are being trialled during the project. Many researchers did not think it was realistic to for
them to deliver a high quality job with such limited funding.
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Different language

Though the global working language of science tends to be English, for colleagues from countries where
A senior Chinese professor shared his experience of working with his Russian partners. The Chinese professor could not speak good English, while Dr X, the Russian PI could not speak English at all, and a very
elaborate means of communication had to be developed to enable the communication flow. The result is a
complicated practice where the Chinese professor spoke with his CI in Chinese, the CI would talk to a colleague from Russian team in English who again would explain what the Chinese professor was saying to the
Russian PI in Russian. This is not helped with the poor Skype network and leads to simple meetings lasting
more than half a day.
Researchers all said they have made some real progress scientifically and slowly developed a good bonding
between team members. But they are unsure where the collaboration will go afterwards. Will the project
continue after the funding ends? Most researchers said it depends on the funding opportunities. Sometimes
there is more to be done, but the money runs out, which stresses the researchers a lot. They have to get creative when it comes to finding funding. For most researchers, international collaborations will involve trying
to cobble together funding from multiple sources. Each member of the team applies independently to their
home country’s funder in the hope that it all comes together at the right time. But it does not always work. If
the pieces do not come together, the project can fall apart.

INTERMEDIARY
During the interviews, an important player was mentioned repeatedly on the Chinese site, i.e. the intermediary organisation. Intermediary organisations have great importance in China and one professor even said “to
a great extent, the outcome (of international projects) is determined by intermediary organisations”.
Three different intermediary organisations were interviewed to get a better picture. They were all established
by universities and their primary responsibilities at first were to help improve their university’s international
profile by helping them to develop their international links. Supporting universities in developing international
projects was a new activity for these organisations and they offered this service for free at first, but many of
these organisations now operate independently and charge fees. The intermediary organisations will collect
specific request of interest from researchers, such as research areas, countries, nationality, etc., which will
be sent to the intermediary organisation in the target country. Manager Wang, from NBUT Talent Tank, said
“It is like a blind date. Success at one shot is very rare. But researchers can’t see that and blame us for our
incompetence.” Wang also mentioned that most of requests coming in when there is an open call, and researchers will not send in their request until approaching the submission deadline.
Managers from all three intermediary organisations claim that they help reduce the application procedure
of international projects. If researchers can pay extra, they are willing to help to ease their burden, especially
for the “extreme complicated” H2020 Framework Programme and the corresponding MoST H2020 CFM. But
the problem is again that they do not really know how to apply, nor are there any institutions who can teach
them.

OTHER ISSUES
Even though researchers appreciate the money flowing in from various funding bodies, most of the Chinese
interviewees do not really know (or care about) which foreign agency is involved. The MoST CFM matching
the European Commission’s Framework Programme was probably the most well-known of the international
co-funded programmes, as over half of Chinese interviewees heard about it.
The two interviewees who are thinking about applying in the next round for H2020 funding, are still undecided because they consider the application procedure for the MoST CFM to be too complicated. A senior
professor from a farming and agriculture university was interested in applying but had many questions such
as should he submit the MoST application at the same time as the H2020 project? Shall the content be ex-
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actly the same like other international projects? There are more readings to do before he makes the decision.
Another reason slowing down this professor is that no one in their universities can really help with the application procedure. All the interviewees are sincerely hoping to find a professional to ease their administrative
burden.

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite Chinese researchers being told that MoST co-funding is not compulsory to participate in H2020 and
that they can find their own sources of funding, the reality is that there are only a limited number of priority
topics. So, if they are not prioritised at the national level, they are also unlikely to be prioritised at the provincial or municipal levels, hence, there are no other opportunities to find funding for participation in international cooperation.
Overall recommendations from the Chinese applicants:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Provide more information about the project scope and challenges
Make the whole evaluation process more transparent and give useful feedback to applicants, not
just a result.
Simplify the eligibility requirements and open the calls to more researchers.
Screening at the local level is not necessarily beneficial. Since 2009, MoST adopted “top-down”
management strategies16 and “The projects are decided through coordination of by the Ministry
and the local departments in charging of R&I”. The authors have not found any more detail about
this management strategy. From interviews, it has sometimes been suggested that it means that
the number of projects an institute can apply to, or the specific research topic themselves, has
pre-determined. If it means the local departments have the right to “not recommend” some projects
before it gets to MoST, how is this decision made? If local departments are going to recommend
every project coming through, what is the purpose of such a step?
A co-funded project should be a single project, not two very similar projects funded by two different
funding bodies. The projects should be assessed and monitored using the same criteria to ensure
fairness and parity.
Maybe provide some follow-up funds to good performers
Make seed funding available to help researchers start their cooperation. Some groups have very
good proposals, which may have great potential, but these are quashed because of the lack of
funds.

16 Liao, R. Application and execution of MoST’s International Cooperation Projects, Review Science & Technology. 2010, 28(3).p126
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